
X -ray absorption spectra recorded at ambient wa-
ter vapor reveal more practical structural trans-

formation of hydrated amorphous calcium carbonate 
(ACC) to crystalline calcite. Chun Chung Chan heated 
hydrated ACC sample in the presence of water va-
por and a revised path of formation was found from 
hydrated ACC  disordered nano-calcite  biogenic 
calcite. Organic photovoltaics with improved carrier 
extraction efficiency can be an answer to cheap solar 
energy. Dun-Yen Kang demonstrated the critical role 
of activation methods in controlling the structural 
topology and unravels the unique adsorption and 
permeation properties of Zn-AIP-AZPY owing to its 
structural flexibility. They conducted powder XRD 
measurements in situ on Zn-AIP-AZPY and expected 
to facilitate the development of flexible MOF in sep-
aration applications. An aromatic bio-chromophore 
under UV irradiation was found to possess a spin-flip 
path to compete with the well known ππ*/ πσ* coni-
cal intersection. Chien-Ming Tseng observed compet-
itive ISC of aniline against relaxation paths via CI is a 
novel aspect of aromatic chromophores containing 
coupled PES. An asymmetric ligand based on 1,4-ben-
zene- dicarboxylic acid (H2BDC) with spaced distance 
of para –COOH and a unique crystalline material, 
Zn2PO4, were utilized to synthesize a new compound 
with high thermal stability. The existence of both sur-
face and interior –COOH groups collectively induced a 
lamella-to-nanorod transformation. (by Chen-Lin Liu)
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Fig. 1: Schematic figure of ISC, CI, and ISC as well as the corresponding data from crossed-molecular-beam machine. [Reproduced 
from Ref. 3]

Relaxations of a UV-Excited Bio-Chromophore
An aromatic bio-chromophore under UV irradiation was found to possess a spin-flip path to 
compete with the well known ππ*/ πσ* conical intersection.  

A fter absorbing an ultraviolet (UV) photon, a bio-chromophore 
initiates complicated mechanisms to relax the photon energy 

through electronic-nuclear coupled motions. At particular excitation 
wavelengths, the photon energy could be dissipated into heat to 
prevent decomposition; in other cases, that energy might trigger 
an evolution to form new molecules after a sequence of chemical 
reactions. Such a decisive selection criterion provided by UV light 
has determined the molecular architecture of life at the beginning 
of biogenesis. The intrinsic molecular mechanism shown in Fig. 1, 
internal conversion (IC) of UV-excited aromatic units between elec-
tronically excited ππ*, πσ* and ground states through conical inter-
sections (CI), is a particularly intriguing problem for understating 
excited potential-energy surfaces (PES, i.e., resulting from the forces 
responsible for binding atoms into a molecule) and nonadiabatic 
dynamics in multi-dimensional nuclear coordinates (i.e., the energy 
flow via electronic-nuclear coupling). Since about year 2000, consid-
erable concern has arisen over the strong effect of the repulsive πσ* 
state along X–H (X: N, O, S) bonds in aromatic molecules. In NSRRC, 
by applying a novel time-selected photofragment translational 
spectroscopic (TS-PTS) method to aniline, we report an unexpected 
dissociation channel mediated by triplet states, which competes 
with the reaction path via ππ*/πσ* CI. 

Shih-Huang Lee (NSRRC), Yin-Yu Lee (NSRRC), Chi-Kung Ni (Aca-
demia Sinica) and Chien-Ming Tseng (National Chiao Tung Universi-
ty) recently modified the universal crossed-molecular-beam machine 
using synchrotron vacuum-ultraviolet light as an ionization source 
to the new TS-PTS method.1 They investigated the dynamics of 
photodissociation of phenol, the chromophore in amino-acid tyro-
sine, determining the distributions of translational energy and the 

TLS 21A1 Schematic of the apparatus for 
time-selected PTS. [Reproduced from Ref. 3] 

branching ratios of the phenoxyl radi-
cals produced in states X, A and B with 
no background from undissociated hot 
molecules.2 Here, by TS-PTS, they un-
ambiguously provided the first experi-
mental observation of the distribution 
of translational energy in triplet-state 
dissociation of aniline unhindered by a 
background of multiphoton dissocia-
tive ionization affecting conventional 
methods as shown in Fig. 2.3
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Fig. 2: (a)−(j) Distributions of translational energy for the H-atom elimination channel 
at 248 nm as a function of the pump laser position. Magenta and blue dashed 
lines represent two rapid components; a red dashed line represents the slow 
component. [Reproduced from Ref. 3] 

Fig. 3: TR-PIY of aniline upon excitations at (a)−(b) 241 nm, (c)−(d) 248 nm and (e)−(f) 250 nm. The black circles in the upper panel, (a), 
(c), and (e), and the lower panel, (b), (d), and (f), are experimental measurements of ion yields using a probe laser beam at 266 
and 355 nm, respectively. [Reproduced from Ref. 3] 

They confirmed intersystem crossing (ISC) by time-resolved photoion yields 
(TR-PIY)3,4 with selective probing of the population changes of S1 and trip-
let states as shown in Fig. 3. They uniquely combined TS-PTS and TR-PIY to 
elucidate the relative ionization cross sections of S1 and triplet states at 266 
nm, thus demonstrating a determination of the branching fractions, excit-
ed-state lifetimes and rates of ISC upon excitation at a few wavelengths. 
These data will be useful for comparisons with theoretical calculations. 

The characteristics discovered in 
this research indicate that the 
competitive ISC of aniline against 
relaxation paths via CI is a novel 
aspect of aromatic chromophores 
containing coupled PES. They pro-
vided the first direct experimental 
evidence of such multifurcation 
dynamics (ISC vs. CI, and IC in Fig. 
1) occurring along with the re-
pulsive πσ* state in the aromatic 
systems. These results open an 
alternative new understanding 
of the excited-state dynamics of 
aniline. This work should hence be 
of interest to a broad readership, 
including those studying nona-
diabatic dynamics, spin-orbital 
coupling and photochemistry 
in the excited states of aromatic 
molecules. (Reported by Chien-
Ming Tseng, National Chiao Tung 
University)

This report features the work of 
Chien-Ming Tseng and his collab-
orators published in J. Chem. Phys. 
151, 141101 (2019).
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TLS 21A1  U90 – (White Light) Chemical Dynamics
•  Photofragment Translational Spectroscopic
•  Molecular Science, Chemistry, Gas phase, Photo-

chemistry, Excited-state Reaction Dynamics
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New Insight into the Structure of Biogenic  
Amorphous Calcium Carbonate
X-ray absorption spectra recorded at ambient water vapor indicates that the structural trans-
formation of hydrated amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) to crystalline calcite is more in-
volved and contains a heretofore overlooked step of nano-calcite formation.

A mong six polymorphs of calcium carbonate (CaCO3), amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) is the least stable 
and transforms rapidly into a crystalline calcium carbonate polymorph such as calcite or aragonite. ACC 

constitutes a main ingredient in seashell creatures such as urchins, corals, mollusks etc., and is an important pre-
cursor phase of biogenic calcite. Researchers have been motivated by this so-called biomineralization in which 
living organisms, especially micro-organisms, can convert organic substances to inorganic derivatives, to design 
functional materials for multiple applications. 

ACC in at least two distinct forms, viz., types 1 and 2, relevant to the formation of biogenic calcite are postulated 
based on the study of the growth of sea-urchin larval spicules. ACC of type 1 has been unequivocally assigned 
to hydrated ACC, whereas the assignment of ACC of type 2 to anhydrous ACC is still under debate. During the 

Fig. 1: Ca L edge X-ray absorption spectra of ACC acquired under ultrahigh vacuum (a), 
and under water vapor at pressure 0.4 mbar equivalent to 1.3% relative humidity 
(b). Two major features (L3 and L2) are separated by a spin-orbit interaction about 
3.2 eV; each spin-orbit component is further split by crystal-field splitting (CFS) 
into two lines about 1.2 eV apart, yielding a smaller shoulder peak at the side of 
less photon energy. A careful analysis of the CFS parameters based on refined 
curve fitting provides revealing insight into the structural transformation of ACC. 
[Reproduced from Ref. 1]

spicule growth, the ACC is precipi-
tated from mineral-rich sea water 
at the growth location and then 
dehydrates into the transient ACC 
of type 2 that transforms further 
into calcite, namely, ACC•H2O 
(type 1) – ACC (type 2) – biogenic 
calcite. This path, although cor-
rectly describing the dehydration, 
provides no indication about the 
minute structural difference be-
tween ACC of these two types.

X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) 
recorded at the Ca L edge pro-
vide useful information about a 
change of the metal–ligand bond-
ing environment, as experienced 
by the central Ca atoms during the 
course of a phase transformation 
of ACC from hydrated to crystal-
line form. This technique is hence 
powerful in addressing the struc-
tural transformation. Moreover, 
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Fig. 2: CFS splittings of Ca L2 and L3 absorptions extracted from 
the spectra shown in Fig. 1. The filled symbols represent 
the data acquired under UHV (Fig. 1(a)); the open ones 
denote the data at RH 1.3% (Fig. 1(b)). The blue, green 
and red colors represent the temperature range in which 
the samples corresponded to hydrated ACC, anhydrous 
ACC and calcite in the TGA-DSC measurements. Also 
marked on the figure are the data corresponding to four 
other samples: type-2 ACC, biogenic calcite,2 commercial 
nano-calcite, synthetic micro-calcite. [Reproduced from 
Ref. 1]

the availability of an ambient pressure (up to 10 mbar) soft X-ray spectroscopy endstation at TLS 24A1 added a 
new impetus to the research. Chun Chung Chan from National Taiwan University and his co-workers investigated 
the phase transformation from ACC to calcite in the presence of ambient water vapor using the Ca L-edge XAS 
technique in situ.1

As shown in Fig. 1(a), when the hydrated ACC sample was heated under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) toward 773 K 
to remove water of hydration, Ca L edge XAS spectra underwent small changes. In contrast, Ca L edge spectra for 
the hydrated ACC heat-treated to 773 K in the presence of 0.4 mbar exhibited richer spectral changes, as shown 
in Fig. 1(b). Careful fitting of the XAS put the CFS parameter changes on a firmer footing, as summarized in Fig. 

2. These data indicate that crystallization is promoted 
in the presence of water vapor; ACC of type 2 cannot 
be simply equated to anhydrous ACC and is in fact 
more structurally similar to commercial nano-calcite. 
A revised path of formation is depicted as follows: 
hydrated ACC  disordered nano-calcite  biogenic 
calcite. (Reported by Chia-Hsin Wang and Yao-Wen 
Yang)

This report features the work of Chun Chung Chan and 
his co-workers published in Chem. Commun. 55, 6946 
(2019). 

TLS 24A1  BM – (WR-SGM) XPS, UPS
•  UHV-XPS, AP-XPS, UPS, XAS-based on Electron De-

tection Modes
•  Surface Science, Chemical State of the Material 

Surface, Catalytic Reaction
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Membranes Comprising Metal-Organic Frame-
works for Gas Separation
Organic photovoltaics with improved carrier extraction efficiency can be an answer to cheap 
solar energy.

I n recent years, metal-organic frameworks (MOF) 
composed of metal clusters and organic linkers 

have been considered to be emerging materials for 
membrane gas separations. One critical challenge to 
achieve high-performance MOF membranes for gas 
separation is the great flexibility of the MOF struc-

ture, which can lead to breathing effects and linker 
rotation. Both phenomena can be induced by gas 
molecules permeating through the MOF channels, 
and result in changes of the pore-limiting diameter 
(PLD) of the MOF. This PLD is the window size for 
molecular transport; it determines the cut-off of 
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molecular sieving. This work led by Dun-Yen Kang 
(National Taiwan University) was aimed to create 
MOF membranes with great gas permeative selectiv-
ity via engineering the aperture size of a highly flex-
ible MOF. Kang’s team also combined experimental 
characterization and computational approaches to 
investigate how the adsorption of gas molecules in 
highly inhomogeneous pores affects the macroscopic 
permeation in MOF membranes.1 They focused on an 
emerging pillared-bilayer MOF with great framework 
flexibility in this work. This MOF is composed of zinc 
as the metal cluster, 5-aminoisophthalic acid (aip) as 
the ligand to form the plated layer and 4,4’-azobipyr-
idine (azpy) as the pillar ligand. The chemical formula 
of this compound is {[Zn2(azpy)(aip)2]}n; this MOF is 
hereafter referred to as Zn-AIP-AZPY.

They conducted powder XRD measurements in situ 
on Zn-AIP-AZPY under various gases using the facil-
ities at TPS 09A. These XRD patterns were obtained 
with an X-ray source of synchrotron radiation, which 
allows for a direct comparison of the peak intensities 
between the patterns. The results from the measure-
ments under CO2 and CH4 are summarized in Fig. 1. 
They observed a remarkably decreased peak intensity 
as well as minor peak shifts in the XRD patterns of 

Pillared-bilayer metal-organic framework (MOF). 
[Reproduced from Ref. 1]

Fig. 1: Powder XRD patterns of Zn-AIP-AZPY obtained in situ under (a) CO2 and (b) CH4 
at pressures ranging from 1 to 8 bar. The left panels show the patterns with 2θ 
between 7.4 and 7.8o; the right panels display the patterns with 2θ between 11.0 
and 12.0o. [Reproduced from Ref. 1] 

MA-48h with increasing partial 
pressure of CO2 (Fig. 1(a)). The 
pronounced decrease of the peak 
intensity indicates the adsorption 
of CO2 in Zn-AIP-AZPY. The oc-
cupation of gas molecules in the 
cage of MOF or any crystalline 
porous material decreases the 
electron density contrast within 
the materials, which leads ulti-
mately to a decreased intensity 
of the powder XRD patterns. The 
peaks in the XRD patterns shift-
ed towards smaller angles with 
increasing pressure of CO2, which 
might indicate a structural change 
of MA-48h subjected to the ad-
sorption of CO2. In contrast with 
XRD measurements under CO2, 
the XRD patterns under CH4 (Fig. 
1(b)) presented no considerable 
change in either intensity or peak 
shift. This effect indicates a smaller 
adsorption of CH4 in Zn-AIP-AZPY 
than of CO2, and implies also that 
CH4 barely causes a structural 
deformation, unlike CO2.

The permeation properties of single gases H2, CO2, N2 
and CH4 for both TA-24h and MA-48h are summarized 
in Fig. 2. As noted above, two methods of measure-
ment were used: constant-pressure under feed pres-
sure 2 bar (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) and constant-volume 
under feed pressure 0.5, 1 or 3 bar (Figs. 2(c) and 
2(d)). The gas permeability was computed assuming 
a uniform membrane thickness, 70 μm. TA-24h (ther-
mally activated for 24 h) possessed gas permeability 
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TPS 09A Temporally Coherent X-ray Diffraction.

Fig. 2: (a) Single gas permeability and (b) ideal selectivity of Zn-AIP-AZPY membranes 
(TA-24h and MA-48h) with feed pressure 1 bar; (c) CH4 and (d) CO2 permeability 
of Zn-AIP-AZPY membranes under various feed pressures. [Reproduced from Ref. 
1]

greater than MA-48h (methanol activated for 48 h) 
for all tested gases. The ideal selectivity, defined as 
the permeance ratio between two gases, of TA-24h 
for various gas pairs (H2/CO2, N2/CO2 and CH4/CO2) 
was near the Knudsen selectivity. This result indicates 
that pinholes of size several nanometres might be 
present in the TA-24h membrane. In contrast, the ide-
al selectivity of MA-48h deviated from the Knudsen 
selectivity, indicating that its gas permeation is un-

likely to be dominated by pinholes; the grain boundary 
microstructure is properly controlled. The formation of 
pinholes in the TA-24h membrane might be due to the 
thermal treatment during the activation. We observed 
that the Zn-AIP-AZPY membrane sample collapses, an 
indication that the thermal activation is likely to create 
pinholes in the membranes. The permeability of the 
MA-48h membrane was, notably, considerably affected 
by the feed pressure (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)): increasing 

the feed pressure from 0.5 to 3 
bar raised the permeability of CO2 
and CH4 for the MA-48 membrane 
nearly two-fold, whereas the 
permeability of the TA-24h mem-
brane remained approximately 
constant. These findings agree 
satisfactorily with the adsorption 
isotherms of these two samples, 
wherein the gate-opening effect 
was present in only MA-48h. The 
presence of the pinholes, of which 
the permeability is supposed not 
to be a function of pressure, in TA-
24h can be also a reason that the 
overall permeability of TA-24h is 
unaffected by the feed pressure. 

Overall, this work demonstrates 
the critical role of activation meth-
ods in controlling the structural 
topology and unravels the unique 
adsorption and permeation prop-
erties of Zn-AIP-AZPY owing to its 
structural flexibility. The insight 
obtained herein is expected to 
facilitate the development of flex-
ible MOF in separation applica-
tions. (Reported by Dun-Yen Kang, 
National Taiwan University)

This report features the work of Dun-Yen Kang and 
his collaborators published in Chem. Mater. 31, 7666 
(2019). 

TPS 09A  Temporally Coherent  X-ray Diffraction
•  XRD
•  Materials Science, Chemical Engineering, Mem-

brane, Membrane Gas Separation
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Nano-Morphological Reversibility of Carboxylic  
Acid-Protruding Zincophosphate Sheets
An asymmetric ligand based on 1,4-benzene- dicarboxylic acid (H2BDC) with spaced distance 
of para –COOH and a unique crystalline material, Zn2PO4, were utilized to synthesize a new 
compound with high thermal stability. Interestingly, this compound exhibits a reversible mor-
phological transformation between lamellae and nano-rod forms efficiently at specific envi-
ronmental conditions. 

E xotic materials designed with a carboxylic-acid 
(–COOH) group have broadened the scope of 

utilizations because of their ionic conductive capabili-
ty, the adequate aqueous solubility of their nano-par-
ticles, further conjugation with biomolecules and so 
on. It is valuable to explore complex inorganic solids 
carrying –COOH that could induce novel properties 
and functions. No –COOH arrays have been charac-
terized as zeolitic or mineral phosphate layers; the 
former is silanol with multiple functions for the im-
mobilization of enzymes and catalysts. The hydroxyl 
group of phosphates further showed reactivity on a 
solid surface that could be modified for various appli-
cations. One has wondered whether the functional 
groups can be manifested and how they affect the 
structural properties, although the preparation of 
such a material is extremely challenging. 

Sue-Lein Wang (National Tsing Hua University) and 
her group chose an asymmetric ligand based on 
1,4-benzene- dicarboxylic acid (H2BDC) for a possible 

Fig. 1: Polyhedral plots of (a) Zn2PO4(NH2HBDC) layers stacked 
through hydrogen bonds (blue dotted lines) provided by 
the uncoordinated –COOH and (b) Zn–O polyhedra lay-
ers of Zn2O8 and ZnNO4 in which the oxygen atoms are 
from PO4 (omitted for clarity). ZnNO4 trigonal bipyramids 
appear in cyan, Zn2O8 dimers in blue, and PO4 in yellow. 
[Reproduced from Ref. 1]

Fig. 2: Schematic drawing showing the surface reactivity of  
–COOH on compound 1: (top) drafted with myristyl-
amine (14C-amine) via grinding and its removal via son-
ication; (bottom) water contact angle variation before 
and after grinding. [Reproduced from Ref. 1]

spaced distance of para –COOH from the binding 
metal.1 Using a unique crystalline material, Zn2PO4, 
not only the expected uncoordinated –COOH ap-
pears; compound 1 was synthesized in a stoichio-
metric way shown in Fig. 1 with single-phase yield 
over 95%. Furthermore, the synthesized compound 
showed an ability to undergo a reversible lamella-na-
norod morphological transformation. 

The thermal stability was tested up to 440 °C based 
on combined measurements of thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA) and variable-temperature powder X-ray 
diffraction patterns. The crystal heated at 400 oC was 
individually selected and refined to decreasing values 
of R factors, indicating that the structure remained. 
The crystal contained less –COOH after being heated 
at 440 °C, based on single-crystal X-ray diffraction 
data. This compound has mineral-like inorganic-core 
layers, and is hence expected to possess properties 
distinct from those of the pure organics. 

To test whether the –COOH group can terminate 
on the bulk surface and exhibit surface reactivity, a 
long-chain alkylamine was taken as an exotic modifi-
er to alter the surface wettability of this compound, 
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Fig. 3: Morphological transformation of compound 1. From left to right are pristine lamellar crystals, nanorods and restored lamellar 
crystals from a sequence of ultrasonic acid–acetone treatments. [Reproduced from Ref. 1]

The –COOH groups also afforded a facile route for the 
mechano-chemical reaction for the surface modi-
fication. The existence of both surface and interior 
–COOH groups collectively induced a lamella-to-na-
norod transformation; this morphological transforma-
tion is reversible. (Reported by Chen-Lin Liu)

This report features the work of Sue-Lein Wang and 
her collaborators published in Chem. Commun. 55, 
2429 (2019). 

TLS 01C2  SWLS – X-ray Powder Diffraction
•  X-ray Power Diffraction
•  Materials Science
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as shown in Fig. 2. The change of contact angle is 
also represented in Fig. 2; the large contact angle 
indicates that decylamine was grafted onto this 
compound. Furthermore, the mechanical grinding 
achieved the same modification effect and was more 
convenient because a solvent was absent and the 
duration of reaction was decreased. 

More interestingly, this compound exhibits a revers-
ible morphological transformation from lamellae 
to nano-rod as shown in SEM images of Fig. 3. The 
restored lamellar crystals showed nearly equivalent 
crystallinity, thermal stability and hydrophilicity. In 
this research, a remarkable hybrid zincophosphate 
with surface- active as well as interior –COOH was 
synthesized. The interior –COOH groups provide 
strong hydrogen bonding to hold layers tightly to-
gether, resulting in the extraordinary thermal stability. 
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